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Some problems concerning the satistiability of first-order predicate calculus formulae in 
Schonfinkel-Bernays form provide a natural hierarchy of complete problems for various 
complexity classes. Also, problems concerning the existence of resolution proofs from sets of 
clauses not necessarily in Schontinkel-Bernays form provide another such hierarchy. In this 
way we obtain problems complete for P, NP, PSPACE, deterministic and nondeterministic 
exponential time, deterministic and nondeterministic double exponential time, and exponential 
space. The results concerning resolution proofs may have practical implications for the design 
of resolution theorem proving programs. Also, these results enable us to make precise 
statements about the relative difftculty of various resolution strategies. Some connections with 
temporal logic and alternating Turing machines are discussed. 
1. INTR~O~JCTI~N 
We exhibit problems involving first-order predicate calculus formulae that are 
complete for the classes NLOGSPACE, P, NP, PSPACE, DEXPTIME, and 
NEXPTIME. These problems involve satisfiability and resolution proof depth for 
formulae in Schontinkel-Bernays form (that is, the prefix is of the form 
33 *‘a 3vv ... V). These results are obtained by direct encoding of Turing 
computations, using an economical representation of the successor relation on 
integers. This work was originally motivated by a problem involving relational 
databases posed by Yehoshua Sagiv. Some of these results were also obtained by 
Harry Lewis [ 131. 
We have also obtained some results which precisely characterize the difficulty of 
resolution theorem proving in the first-order predicate calculus (not restricted to 
Schonfinkel-Bernays form). In particular, it is complete for nondeterministic 
exponential time to decide if a depth d proof of a clause C exists from a set S of 
clauses, given C and S and given d in unary. Other results deal with the special case 
in which S consists entirely of 2-literal clauses. Also, it is NP-complete to determine 
if a size d resolution proof of a particular clause C from a set S of propositional 
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clauses exists, given C and S and given d in unary. (This last result is not just a 
restatement of the NP-completeness of satisfiability of Boolean expressions.) 
We first consider formulae of the classical first-order predicate calculus without the 
identity sign or function signs. An atom is a predicate symbol followed by a list of 
variables and constants. A formula is said to be in Schonfinkel-Bernays form if it is 
of the form 3y, 3y, . . . ilynVx, Vx, . . . Vx,A, where A is a well-formed expression 
containing atoms and the Boolean connectives A (conjunction), V (disjunction), = 
(equivalence), and --, (negation). We will assume that formulae in Schon- 
finkel-Bernays form have no free variables. The Skolemized (functional) form of A is 
obtained by replacing each yi in A by a distinct constant symbol, and by deleting all 
quantifiers. For example, 3y, 3y, Vx, Vx,(P(x, , y,) V P(x2, y2)) is a formula in Schon- 
finkel-Bernays form and its Skolemized form is P(xi, cl) V P(x2, cz). It is known 
[ 151 that a formula is satisfiable iff its Skolemized form is satisfiable. We will assume 
all formulae are in Skolemized form (although it is not necessarily best to use 
Skolemized form for all practical applications). A ZiteraE is an expression of the 
form B or 4 for some atom B. In the former case, the literal is called positive, and 
in the latter case it is called negative. If L is an atom, the literals L and -L are called 
complements of one another. A clause is a disjunction of literals. From now on we 
will assume that all formulae are conjunctions of clauses; every formula can be 
converted to an equivalent formula in this form [ 151 although the size can sometimes 
increase exponentially in the process. A ground literal is a literal having no variables; 
a ground clause is a clause having no variables. A Horn clause is a clause that has at 
most one positive literal. The positive literal of a Horn clause (if it exists) is called 
the consequent of the clause. The negative literals (if they exist) are called antecedents 
of the clause. A clause having only negative literals is called an all-negative clause. 
We say two literals Ll and L2 are unzjiuble if they have a common instance; for a 
discussion of unifiability see [20]. For Schontinkel-Bernays form formulae, this 
means that there is some literal L that can be obtained from both Ll and L2 by 
replacing variables by constant symbols. A set S of Horn clauses has unique matches 
if for every clause C in S and every antecedent L of C, and for every ground instance 
L, of L, there exists at most one clause D of S such that the consequent M of D is 
unifiable with the complement of L,. Furthermore, every variable appearing in any 
antecedent literal of C must also appear in the consequent of C. If C has no conse- 
quent literal, then C must be a ground clause. It turns out that the property of having 
unique matches has a significant effect on the complexity of deciding the satisfiability 
of sets S of clauses in various restricted classes. 
We first approach the satisfiability problem abstractly, by defining some formulae 
related to an arbitrary Turing machine and showing how their consistency is related 
to the behavior of the Turing machine. Then we define some proof systems for these 
formulae, and show that the existence of proofs of various depths is related to the 
behavior of the Turing machine described by the formula. These abstract consistency 
and proof depth results are used to obtain almost all of the remaining results in this 
paper. This is done by various encoding of these abstract formulae into Schon- 
tinkel-Bernays form formulae and into other classes of formulae. Also, the proof 
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systems are encoded into hyper-resolution proof systems and into unrestricted 
resolution proof systems. In this way we obtain results about the consistency of 
Schonfinkel-Bernays form formulae and about the complexity of deciding the 
existence of hyper-resolution and unrestricted resolution proofs of given depths. Also, 
we introduce the concept of a Schontinkel-Bernays form formula with a counter and 
derive complexity results for the satisfiability problem of these formulae. We also 
show relationships of satisfiability problems to alternating Turing machines [I], 
temporal logic [ 191, and vector addition systems [ 171. In fact, one might consider the 
lirst-order predicate calculus as a convenient formalism for defining and studying 
many types of automata; this approach has certain advantages of mathematical 
elegance. 
2. ABSTRACT FORMULAE 
In the following formulae, M is an arbitrary Turing machine, ZI is an input to M, 
and n is a nonnegative integer. Also, the variables x, y, z, and w range over 
configurations of M in which only the first n tape squares may be nonblank, and in 
which the read-write head is in the first n tape squares. In addition, i andj range over 
integers in the range (0, l,..., 2” - 1 }, and init is the initial configuration with 
input v, 1 VI < n. Also, Act(x) is true iff x is a configuration in which M is in an 
accepting state and Rej(x) is true iff x is a configuration in which M is in a halting 
nonaccepting state. We assume that M operates so that whenever it enters an 
accepting state or a halting nonaccepting state, the configuration stays the same from 
then on. Furthermore, fM is the partial function such that f,(x) is the next 
configuration after x in the operation of the deterministic Turing machine M, D,(x) 
is true if f,(x) is defined, and R,(x, y) is true if y is a possible successor 
configuration to x. 
W~(u, n) is the formula P(init(u)) A [Vx(P(x) A DM(x) I> P(fM(x)))] A Vx(P(x) 2 
YAcc(x)). This formula is satisfiable iff the deterministic Turing machine M cannot 
reach an accepting state without going outside the first n tape squares, given input u. 
For in any model of Wh(u, n), P(x) must be true of all configurations x that are 
either init or can be reached from init by a sequence of moves that stays within 
the first n tape squares. If M reaches an accepting configuration y without moving 
outside the first n tape squares, then P(y) is true. However, Act(y) is also true, 
contradicting the last part of Wh(u, n). If M does not accept u, then consider the 
interpretation in which P(x) is true iff x is accessible from init by a sequence of 
moves of M. This will be a model of Wh(u, n). If M accepts u but moves outside the 
first n tape squares first, then this same interpretation satisfies W&(u, n). 
As an example, let M be the Turing machine that accepts all words of even length. 
There are four states: e (seen an even number of characters), d (seen an odd number), 
a (accept), and r (reject). The initial state is e, and the tape alphabet is (0, 1, B }, 
where B represents a blank. We represent a configuration as aqj?, where q is the 
current state, a is the character string to the left of the read head, and /3 is the 
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character string including the currently scanned character and all characters to the 
right. Then Wk(v, n) is 
~(e, V, P) A vatlp(l a 1 + IB I + 1 = n) = [ (p(a, e, OP) = P(aO, 4 P)) 
A (P(a, e, lp) 2 P(a 1, d, P)) A (P(a, e, BP) 1 P(ak a9 P)) 
A (P(a, d, O/l) 1 P(a0, e, P)) A (P(a, 4 1P) 1 P(a 1 T e, 8) 
A (P(a, d, BP) = P(all, r, P)) A (P(a, 4, P) 19 f a)l* 
W~(U, n) is P(init(v)) A VxVy(P(x) A R&x, y) I> P(y)) A Vx(P(x) 3 7Acc(x)). 
This formula is satisfiable iff the nondeterministic Turing machine M cannot reach an 
accepting state without going outside the first n tape squares. That is, all 
computations with input u either go outside the first n tape squares or fail to reach an 
accepting state. 
Wi(u, n) is P(init(v)) A Vx(P(x) I) 3y(&,(x, y) A P(y))) A Vx(P(x) 3 ,Rej(x)). 
This formula is satisfiable iff the nondeterministic Turing machine M has some 
computation on which it never goes outside of the first n tape squares and either 
enters an accepting state or else fails to halt. The existential quantifier in W& will be 
removed later to obtain a formula in Schonfinkel-Bernays form. 
Wi(u, n) is (VxVj$(x, Y) = T(x, v)) A (VxVvVzT(x, Y) A T(Y, z) = T(x, z)) A 
Vx(T(init(u), x) 3 7Acc(x)) A -,Acc(init(v)). This formula is satisfiable iff nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine M cannot reach an accepting state, given input v, without 
going outside the first n tape squares. 
For the following two formulae, x, y, z, and w represent portions of a Turing 
machine configuration, each portion containing n tape squares. If the read-write head 
is in the portion corresponding to a variable x, then x also indicates where the read- 
write head is and in what state the machine is in. Otherwise, x indicates that the read- 
write head is not in the portion of tape. The function g, is defined for deterministic 
Turing machine M so that if x, y, and z are adjacent portions of a configuration of M 
then g,(x, y, z) is the y-portion of the next configuration. Similarly, QM is defined for 
nondeterministic M so that if x, y, and z are adjacent portions of a configuration of 
M then Q,(x, y, z, W) is true if w is a possible y-portion of the next configuration of 
M. For convenience we represent by 0 a portion of tape in which all tape squares are 
blank and in which the read-write head is not in the portion of tape. Also, Act,(x) is 
true iff x is a portion of a configuration in which the read-write head appears and in 
which M is in an accepting state, and Occ,(x) is true if x is a portion of a 
conftgurtion such that x contains the read-write head of M. 
Wi(v, n, t) is P(init(v), 0,O) A ((Vi)i # 0 3 P(0, i, 0)) A VjP(0, -1, j) A 
VjP(0, 2”J) A VxVyVzViVj(P(x, i - 1,j) A P(y, i,j) A P(z, i + 1,j) 3 P(g,,.,(x, y, z), 
i, j + 1)) A VxVi(P(x, i, t) A Occ,(x) I Act,(x)). This formula is satisfiable iff the 
deterministic Turing machine M, given input v, either accepts the input within t time 
units or goes off the left end of the tape within t time units, for t < 2”. (Note that t 
cannot go farther to the right than n2” tape squares in 2” time units.) The predicate 
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P(X, i, j) represents the assertion “The configuration at time j has x as its ith 
portion.” 
w”,(u, 12, t) is P(init(v), 0,O) A ((Vi) i # 0 3 P(0, i, 0)) A VjP(0, -1,j) A 
Vj~(O,2”,j)AVxV~VzViVj(P(x,i-ll,j)AP(y,i,j)AP(z,i+ 1,j) 3 3!wQ,(x,y,z,w) 
A P(w, i, j + 1)) A VxVi(P(x, i, t) A Occ,(x) I> Act,(x)). In this formula “3!” means 
“there exists unique.” This formula is satisfiable iff the nondeterministic Turing 
machine M, given input v, has a computation which either accepts the input in t time 
units or goes off the left end of the tape in t time units, for t < 2”. As above, M 
cannot move n2” tape squares in time n. The 3! quantifier will be eliminated later to 
obtain a formula in Schontinkel-Bernays form. 
We now relate the above formulae to time and tape complexity of Turing 
machines. It is clear from the above remarks that W’ represents the complement of 
deterministic space n, W2 represents the complement of nondeterministic space it, W4 
represents the complement of nondeterministic space n, W5 represents deterministic 
time t for t ( 2”, and I@ represents nondeterministic time t for t < 2”. However, the 
situation for W3 is slightly more complicated. If M is a Turing machine with input v, 
let M, be the Turing machine with input (u, n) that acts as follows: M, marks off the 
first n tape squares. Then it simulates M except that it keeps a counter of the number 
of moves made, and if this counter gets too large then M must be in a loop so M, 
enters a halting nonaccepting state. Also, if M tries to move off the first n tape 
squares then M, enters a halting nonaccepting state. Note that 44, uses n space, 
although the tape alphabet of M, will be larger than that of M. Now, M, cannot fail 
to halt, nor can it move outside the first IZ tape squares. Therefore WL,((v, n), n) is 
satisfiable iff M, accepts the input (v, n), that is, iff M accepts the input v within n 
space. In this sense, W3 represents nondeterministic space n. Also, a description of 
M, can be computed from a description of A4 in log tape, assuming M and M, are 
represented in some reasonable way. Furthermore, IM, I< IMI( 1 + E) asymptotically 
for reasonable representations. In fact, the “program size complexity” of M, is only a 
constant more than that of M since we are only adding a finite amount of control. 
The following two theorems indicate more directly how the above formulae can be 
used to obtain completeness results. These theorems are phrased in such a way as to 
avoid specifying a representation for n in all but one case. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose M is a deterministic Turing machine which runs in time 
t(m) and space s(m) on inputs of length m. Then M accepts input v tfl 
(a) Wb(v, s(l v I)) is unsatifiable, 
(b) W:(u, n, t(l u I)) is satisfiable, for 2” > t. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose M is a nondeterministic Turing machine which runs in 
time t(m) and space s(m) on inputs of length m. That is, all computations of M run 
within these bounds. Then M accepts input v tfl 
(a) W&(v, s(l v I)) is unsatisfiable, 
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(b) W&,((V, ~(1~1 I)), s(lv I)) is satisfiable, 
(c) Wk(v, s(l u I)) is unsatisfiable, 
(4 w”,(UY n, t(l zJ I)) is satisfiable, for 2” > t. 
For part (b), M, is as above, and we need to assume that (0, s(lvl)) is encoded in 
some reasonable way so that M, can mark 08 s(lv I) tape squares without itself 
moving outside the first s(l v I) tape squares. 
3. PROOF SYSTEMS 
We now define some abstract proof systems for the above formulae, and show how 
the existence of proofs of various depths relates to the behavior of the Turing 
machine described by the formula. These proof systems correspond to hyper- 
resolution proofs and natural deduction proofs in the first-order predicate calculus. 
There are three kinds of proof systems, positive proof systems, a negative proof 
system, and two transitive proof systems. 
3.1. Positive Proof Systems 
We give positive proof systems for the formulae Wh, Wi, W$, and WL. In most 
cases, a proof system for a formula W can derive FALSE iff the formula is incon- 
sistent. Thus the complexity classes obtained from the existence of refutations will 
usually be complements of the complexity classes for satisfiability of the formulae. 
For W~(U, n), there are three rules: 
(a) Infer P(init(v)). 
(b) From P(x) infer P&(x)). 
(c) From P(x) infer FALSE if Act(x) is true. 
For W,f,(v, n), the positive proof system is as above except that (b) is replaced by 
the following: 
(b) From P(x) infer P(y) if R,(x, y) is true. 
For Wh(u, n) there are four rules: 
(a) Infer T(x, y) if RM(x, y) is true. 
(b) From T(x, y) and r@, z) infer T(x, z). 
(c) From r(init(u), x) infer FALSE if Act(x) is true. 
(d) Infer FALSE if Acc(init(v)) is true. 
For W&(0, n, t) there are six rules: 
(a) Infer P(init(v), 0,O). 
(b) Infer P(0, i, 0) for i # 0. 
(c) Infer P(0, - 1,j) for all j. 
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(d) Infer P(0, 2”,j) for allj. 
(e) From P(x, i - 1, j), P(y, i, j), and P(z, i + 1, j) infer P( gM(x, y, z), i, j + 1). 
(f) From P(x, i,j) infer FALSE if Occ,(x) and Act,(x) are true. 
Note that the argument t plays no role in this proof system. Therefore we write 
WL(v, n) instead of W&(v, n, t) when referring to this proof system. 
3.2. Negative Proof System 
For IV; it is convenient to define the following proof system with time bound t: 
(a) Infer -9(x, 0) if 7Acc(x) is true. 
(b) Infer -P(x, i + 1) if --P( y, i) has already been inferred for all y such that 
R&(x, y) is true. 
(c) From -P(init(v), t) infer FALSE. 
Here R& is like R, except that RL transforms moves off the first n tape squares into 
“do-nothing” moves. That is, if M tries to move off the first n tape squares as one of 
its possible moves in configuration x, then R&(x,x) will be true. This causes all 
computations to remain within the first n tape squares and makes the above proof 
system more meaningful. 
3.3. Transitive Proof Systems 
For Wj., we define the following transitive proof system: 
(a) Infer P(init(v)). 
(bl) Infer P(x) 3 P(fM(x)) for all x. 
(b2) From P(x) and P(x) I> P( y) infer P(y). 
(b3) From P(x) 2 P(y) and P(y) I> P(z) infer P(x) 3 P(z). 
(c) From P(x) infer FALSE if Act(x) is true. 
For Wh the transitive proof system is the same except for (bl): 
(b 1) Infer P(x) 3 P(y) if R,(x, y) is true. 
3.4. Complexity of Deciding the Existence of Proofs at Various Depths 
We now consider how hard it is to decide the existence of proofs at restricted 
depths in the above proof systems. In any sufficiently powerful proof system, it is 
undecidable whether a proof exists at all. However, many theorem proving systems 
work by looking for proofs of restricted depths or sizes. We relate the existence of 
proofs at restricted depths in the above proof systems to the behavior of the Turing 
machine M. This will have implications for the complexity of deciding the existence 
of proofs at restricted depths in general resolution, natural deduction, and hyper- 
resolution [21]. It appears that it would be easy to extend these results to virtually all 
other reasonable proof systems without much difficulty. 
A proof in a proof system is a sequence A,, AZ,..., A,,, of assertions in which each 
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assertion is given in the proof system or can be derived from previous assertions 
using the rules of the proof system. The length of the proof is ~tl, the number of 
assertions in the proof. The depth is defined as follows; For assertions given as 
axioms in the proof system, the depth of the assertion is zero. If assertion A is derived 
from B 1,..., B, in the proof system, then the depth of A is one more than the 
maximum depth of the B,. The depth of the proof is the maximum depth of any 
assertion in the proof. 
Consider the positive proof systems. For Wh(u, n), a proof of FALSE exists of 
depth d iff M accepts v in d - 1 steps or less without going outside the first n tape 
squares. For W&(u, n), a proof of FALSE exists of depth d iff M has a computation 
of d - 1 steps or less in which M accepts v without going outside the first n tape 
squares. For Wh, a proof of FALSE of depth d exists iff M has a computation ofj 
steps,j < 2d-‘, which reaches an accepting state without going outside the first n tape 
squares. For W&(v, n), a proof of FALSE of depth d exists iff M accepts v in d - 1 
steps or less without going of the left end of the tape, for d < 2”. Recall that 
according to our formalism, once it4 enters an accepting state it stays in that state 
from then on; this is why the preceding results all say some number of steps or less. 
Interpreting these results intuitively, the positive proof system for Wh(v, n) represents 
deterministic time d - 1 and space n, the positive proof system for WL(u, n) 
represents nondeterministic time d - 1 and space IZ, the positive proof system for 
Wi(v, n) represents nondeterministic time 2d-1 and space IZ, and the positive proof 
system for W&(u, n) represents deterministic space n2” and time 2”. 
Consider the negative proof system with time bound t. In this system, a proof of 
FALSE exists at depth d, d = t + 1, iff M has no computation of d - 1 steps or less 
which accepts u and stays within the first n tape squares. Intuitively, this proof 
system represents the complement of nondeterministic space n and time t. 
Consider the transitive proof systems. For Wh(v, n), a proof of FALSE at depth d 
exists iff M accepts u in less than 2d-’ steps without going outside the first n tape 
squares. For WL(v, n), a proof of FALSE of depth d exists iff M has a computation 
of less than 2d-1 steps which accepts u without going outside the first 12 tape squares. 
Intuitively, the transitive proof system for Wh represents deterministic time 2d-1 - 1 
and space n and the transitive proof system for Wk represents nondeterministic time 
2d- ’ - 1 and space n. 
DEFINITION. A refutation is a proof of FALSE. 
The following two theorems indicate how the above proof systems can be used to 
obtain completeness results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose M is a deterministic Turing machine which runs in time 
t(m) and space s(m) on inputs of length m. Then m accepts input v l@ 
(a) a refutation of depth t(lv I) + 1 exists in the positive proof system for 
Wk s(lzJ I)), 
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(b) a refutation of depth t(lvl) + 1 exists in the positive proof system for 
C&9 n)for n 2 log, t(lv I), 
(c) a refutation of depth 1 + log,(t(lv]) + 1) exists in the transitive proof 
system for WL(v, s(l v I)). 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose M is a nondeterministic Turing machine which runs in 
time t(m) and space s(m) on inputs of length m. That is, all computations of M run 
within these bounds. Then M accepts input v iff 
(a) a refutation of depth t(lv I) + 1 exists in the positive proof system for 
C(v9 stl v I)), 
(b) a refutation of depth 1 t [log, t(lv I)1 exists in the positive proof system for 
Cf(v, s(l v I)), 
(c) a refutation of depth t(lvl) + 1 does not exist in the negative proof system 
for W,&(v, ~(1~1)) with time bound t(lvl), 
(d) a refutation of depth 1 t log,(t(lv I) t 1) exists in the transitive proof 
system for Wi(v, s(l v I)). 
4. COMPLETENESS RESULTS 
The above results on satisfiability of abstract formulae and existence of proofs in 
abstract proof systems can be used to obtain a wide variety of completeness results. 
A problem S, considered as the set of instances satisfying some property, is said to be 
complete for a complexity class T if S is in T and for every other problem R in T 
there is a reduction f of R to S such that f is computable in logarithmic tape (hence 
in polynomial time). A reduction of R to S is a function f such that x E R iff 
f(x) E S. Sometimes we use one-way log tape reductions [7] to define completeness 
instead of general log tape reductions. The complexity classes we consider are 
DLOGSPACE (computable in deterministic tape logarithmic in the length of the 
input), NLOGSPACE (nondeterministic logarithmic tape), P (computable in time 
polynomial in the length of the input), NP (computable in nondeterministic time 
polynomial in the length of the input), PSPACE (polynomial space), (deterministic) 
exponential time (time c” for inputs of length n), nondeterministic exponential time, 
double exponential time, and exponential space. Also, CoNLOGSPACE is the set of 
problems whose complements are in NLOGSPACE, and similarly for other 
complexity classes. We say a problem S is hard for a complexity class T if for every 
problem in R in T there is a log tape reduction of R to S. For a discussion of these 
complexity classes and related topics see [8]. We will show completeness by giving 
translations of the abstract formulae of Section 2 into Schonfinkel-Bernays form. 
This will provide the hardness results. The upper bounds (membership in the given 
complexity class) are usually straightforward. Later we give results for arbitrary 
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Skolemized first-order formulae; for these, the abstract formulae are used in a slightly 
different way. 
It is necessary to represent configurations of a Turing machine. Suppose M is in 
configuration asi/?. That is, M is in state So, scanning the first character of /I and a 
gives the string of characters on the tape to the left of the head. We assume Ial + 
IpI= n. This configuration is represented by the string sip#o, where # is a symbol 
not in the tape alphabet. For convenience, we assume M has a binary tape alphabet. 
The configuration s,/?#a is represented by the list x, , x2 ,..., x,,+~ of variables, where 
sJ#a is the string x1x2 se- x,+ 2. To indicate transitions of a deterministic Turing 
machine M, we use P(s, O,y, ,..., y,, J 2 P(t, y, ,..., Y,,+ 1, x) to indicate that M, in 
configuration soy, . . . y n+ 1, prints x and moves to the right. Thus M is in state s 
scanning a zero. To indicate a move to the left we use P(s, 0, y, ,..., yn+ J 2 P(t, yn+, , 
x, yz ,..., y,). For configurations in which M is scanning a 1 or a blank, the formulae 
are similar. Note that configurations of the form s#y, ... y,, , indicate that M is 
outside of the first n tape squares. If necessary, these formulae can be modified to 
detect when it4 tries to move off the first n tape squares, and can treat this case 
differently. If M is nondeterministic, the same methods of indicating transitions will 
suffice, but there may be more than one formula of the form P(x) 1 P(y) for a 
particular x. The configuration init can be represented easily by s,,v 1 ..a v,b .a. b, 
where v is v, v2 a.* vk and b represents blank. We can encode P(x) 3 7Acc(x) as the 
conjunction of ,P(s, y, - -- y,, ,) over all accepting states s. Similarly, 
P(x) = ,Rej(x) can be encoded as the conjunction of 1p(s,y, ..a yn+ J over all 
halting nonaccepting states s. These translation techniques suffice for Wk, WL, and 
Wk. For WL we encode P(x) ZJ !ly(R,,,(x, y) A P(y)) by P(X) 1 P(J’) V a-. V Pvk), 
where pi ,...,v” are all the possible successor configurations of Z that do not go 
outside the first rr tape squares. Here x and jj are lists of variables in the Schon- 
finkel-Bernays form formula. We are constructing the formula so that it will not be 
satisfiable if M can only accept by first moving outside the first IZ tape squares; this is 
a more direct approach than modifying M to guarantee that it does not move outside 
the first n tape squares. This is possible because the end marker # indicates when M 
is at the boundary of the first n tape squares. In this way Wk can be encoded as a 
Schontinkel-Bernays form formula. For W& and w”M it is necessary to encode 
portions of a configuration of M. Portions containing the read-write head can be 
encoded as above. Portions not containing the read-write head can be encoded as 
OY, *‘*Yn+19 where 0 is not a state symbol. Also, y, .wa y,, 1 will be cycled as far as 
possible to the right or to the left, depending on which side of the portion the read- 
write head is currently. To encode Vi(i # 0 3 P(0, i, 0)), we use PO(i) as a predicate 
for i # 0. The predicate P, can be expressed using the formulae P,(l, y,,..., y,) and 
Pci(Y, 9 Y, 9...9 u,) 2 P,(Y, 3.*-v Y, 7 Yl ). These formulae are only satisfiable in inter- 
pretations in which P, is true if any of its arguments are ones. An integer i is encoded 
as a string of binary variables. 
For W& annd w”, we also need to be able to count up and down by one. The 
formula VxVyVzViVjP(x, i - 1, j) A P( y, i, j) A P(z, i + 1, j) 3 P( gM(x, y, z), i, j + 1) 
can be represented as follows: 
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P(x,i,j)~P+(x,i+ l,j) 
P(x, i,j) 3 P_ (x, i - 1,j) 
P,(x, i,j) 3 P(x, i, j + 1) 
P+(x,i,j)AP(y,i,j)AP_(z,i,j)=P,(g,(x,y,z),i,j). 
To represent P(x, i, j) 2 P, (x, i + 1, j) we use the following formulae. The other two 
similar formulae can be represented using the same method. 
P(-f, z; ~3 = Q I(% c, z; 7) Insert c 
Q,(-C z; L7) = Q,<-f, O,z;ii) Change rightmost ones to zeroes 
Q,(% z; O,J? = Q& 1, KY) Change rightmost zero to one 
Q&f, z; L7) = Q&f, 1, z;.Fl Cycle past remaining bits 
Q&f, z; O,Y) 3 QAf, 0, z; Yl Cycle past remaining bits 
Q,(~,~,c,~))P+(~,z;~) Delete c 
Here c is a symbol other than 0 and 1. Similar formulae may be used to subtract 1. 
Note that all formulae used to add and subtract one are 2-literal Horn clauses. 
EXAMPLE. P(_f, 0 11, y) ZJ Q,(Z, cOll,Y) 3 Q,(f,OcOl,p) 3 Q,(Z, OOcO,jj) 2 
Q,(& lOOc, 7) 1 P, (2, 100,y). 
To encode P(x, i, t) A Occ,(x) 1 Ace,(x) for W+$ and w”, , the formulae 
(Vjj)(V$ --, P&Y; i, f) are used, for all non-accepting states s. Here J is a list of 
variables used to represent a portion of a configuration and i is a list of variables 
used to represent i in binary. Also, i is a list of constants (0 and 1) used to represent t 
in binary. For Wh, the formula 3!wQ,(x,y, z, W) is represented as 
Q&,Y, z, w,> V ..- V Q,(x, y, z, w,J and by the formulae -Q,(x, y, z, w,) V 
--,Q,(x, y, z, wb) for all a, b with 1 < a < b < k, where wi ,..., wk are all the possible 
successor configuration portions for the y portion of xyz. Also, successor 
configurations in which the read-write head has moved off the left end of the tape are 
replaced by TRUE, so the formula will be consistent if M moves off the left end of 
the tape. If there are no possible successor configurations, this means that the read- 
write head is in the y portion and no transitions apply. In this case, to make the 
formalism simpler, we specify y itself to be the successor; that is, the configuration 
stays unchanged from then on. Note that one of the above formulae requires the use 
of non-Horn clauses in w”, ; this is the only abstract formula that will require the use 
of non-Horn clauses. 
Some of the completeness results refer to deterministic or nondeterministic log tape 
computations. For this to be meaningful, we have to construct formulae representing 
Turing machines having a read-only input tape and a read-write work tape. These 
formulae are as above except that P has extra arguments containing the input cycled 
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to some degree. For example, for Wi, W&, Wi, and WL, we have P(s,y,, y, ,..., 
Y n+l,Zl,Z2,...,Z,+l, ) where the yi are as before and the zi give the input tape cycled 
to the appropriate degree (with # as the end marker). This increases the length of the 
representation by a factor of up to m (the length of the input) but the representation 
can still be computed in log tape. We only represent the portion of the work tape 
actually needed; thus for log tape computations, n will be about log m. A more 
compact representation is possible, and will be necessary for some proofs; we will 
return to this issue later. It is also necessary to add arguments to the relation R to 
indicate the state of the input tape. For Wh and VM, extra arguments will be added 
to P to indicate the state of the input tape. Thus each atom representing a portion of 
the work tape will have a representation of the entire input tape, in these formulae. 
4.1. Properties of the Concrete Formulae 
When the abstract formulae Wf, are translated into Schontinkel-Bernays form as 
indicated above, we obtain formulae having properties as indicated below. The term 
DET is used to indicate the formula has unique matches, as defined earlier. This is 
because this property implies the determinism of PROLOG programs [3]. The 3-LIT 
property can be assumed because clauses having more than this many literals can be 
expressed in terms of clauses having 3 literals without affecting satisfiability or any 
other relevant properties. We assume that the signs of all P predicates in WL and WL 
have been reversed. 
W; 2-LIT HORN DET 
W; 2-LIT HORN 
W; 3-LIT HORN DET 
Cl 3-LIT HORN 
W; 3-LIT HORN 
W; 3-LIT 
To get the DET property for Wh and Wi it is necessary to change the signs of the P 
predicates. This is even necessary to get the HORN property for W&. The reason for 
distinguishing Wj, and WL even though they have the same properties is because 
their behavior with respect to proof depth for arbitrary Skolemized formulae is dif- 
ferent. 
An example of a concrete formula Wb(u, n) will help to clarify the constructions 
and also will illustrate why the property DET is aptly named. Let M be the Turing 
machine of Section 2 which accepts inputs of even length and has a binary tape 
alphabet with the additional character B (blank). Then Wb(Ol, 3) is the conjunction 
of the following formulae: 
P(e, 0, 1, B, #) 
p(e, 0, X, Y, z) = P(4 x, Y, z, 0) 
P(e, 1, x, Y, z) = W, x, Y, z, 1) 
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P(e, B, x, Y, z) = P(a, x, Y, z, B) 
P(d, 0, x, Y, z) = P(4 x, Y, z, 0) 
P(d, l,X,Y,Z)~P(4X,Y,Z, 1) 
P(d, B, x, y, z) = P(r, x, Y, z, B) 
-Jya, x, Y, z, w). 
Now, to get the DET property, it is necessary to change the signs of the predicate 
symbol P. When we do this, the antecedents and consequents of the clauses are 
interchanged. Thus P(d, x,y, z, 0) becomes the antecedent of the second clause, and 
the unique matches property requires that for every ground instance L, of this literal, 
there is at most one consequent that unifies with L, . The consequents represent 
combinations of states and scanned tape squares. Since M is deterministic, each 
combination of state and scanned tape square has at most one transition allowable. 
Finally, unifiability of L, with some consequent implies that the transition specified 
by the consequent is possible in the configuration represented by L 1. Therefore there 
can be at most one such unifiable consequent, and the DET property holds. Similar 
remarks apply to the modifications of the formulae WL that are necessary to 
represent log tape computations. 
THEOREM 4.1. The satisflability problem for Schonflnkel-Bernays form formulae 
with the following restrictions is complete for the following complexity classes: 
(a) 3-LIT NEXPTIME 
(b) 3-LIT HORN DEXPTIME 
(c) 3-LIT HORN, DET PSPACE 
(d) 2-LIT PSPACE 
(e) 2-LIT HORN PSPACE 
(f) 2-LIT HORN, DET PSPACE 
Proof. The hardness results are obtained from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, noting that 
the formulae WL(v, n) can be obtained from u and n by a log tape reduction, if n is 
encoded in unary and if t in W& and w6, is encoded in binary. The upper bounds are 
straightforward. For (a), we nondeterministically guess a model of the formula and 
check that it is a model. This is possible because the Herbrand universe of the 
formula is finite. For (b), we generate all positive ground literals that are logical 
consequences of the formula. This can be done because the formula is a conjunction 
of Horn clauses. Consider the interpretation making all these positive literals true and 
all other positive literals false. Then the formula is satisfiable iff it is true in this inter- 
pretation. For (c), we do the following: For each clause C in the formula containing 
only negative literals, C must be a ground clause. Guess a ground literal L of C. Let 
D be the unique clause in the formula such that the consequent of D unifies with L. 
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Let D, be the instance of D whose consequent is the complement of L. Note that D, 
will be a ground clause because of the unique matches property. Guess an antecedent 
literal M of D, , and continue this procedure. If this guessing can continue 
indefinitely, then the negation of C is not a logical consequence of the formula. This 
computation for C can be done in nondeterministic polynomial space, since we only 
have to keep track of one literal at a time. Infinite looping can be detected by keeping 
a counter. Since nondeterministic PSPACE equals PSPACE, the computation for C 
can be done in polynomial space. The same computation can be done for all the all- 
negative clauses C, one at a time, or in parallel, in polynomial space. If none of the 
negations of any of the all-negative clauses are logical consequences of the formula, 
then the formula is consistent; otherwise it is inconsistent. Therefore consistency for 
(c) can be tested in polynomial space. The PSPACE upper bound for (f) can be 
obtained because this case is a special case of (c); this result can also be obtained by 
more direct methods. The PSPACE upper bound for (d) follows because if the 
formula is inconsistent then there must be a refutation of a special shape that can be 
tested in polynomial space. With a set S of 2-literal clauses associate a directed 
graph G in which ground literals are vertices and there is an edge from L to M if 
L V A4 is an instance of a clause of S. Then S is inconsistent iff there exist literals A 
and B in the graph such that there is a path from A to B and such that A is an 
instance of a clause in S, or else there are literals L and L and paths from L to A and 
from L to A, and similarly for B. This fact about the structure of the graph can be 
verified by considering the structure of an ordinary resolution refutation from S. 
Finally, the PSPACE upper bound for (e) follows because (e) is a special case of (d). 
Part (a) of this theorem is in Lewis [ 131. The lower bound for part (e) can be 
obtained from the function generation problem of Kozen [ 121. 
Using similar methods, we can derive completeness results for satisliability 
problems in the propositional calculus. The idea is that the restriction to 
propositional calculus is like restricting n to be logarithmic in the length of the input 
u, and using the representation of IV; appropriate for log tape computations. If we do 
this, the formulae IV; will have m + 1 universally quantified variables representing 
the input of length m, and n t 1 universally quantified variables representing the state 
of the work tape. There are only m + 1 relevant ground instances of the variables 
representing the input, since they can only represent the input cycled in m t 1 
possible ways. Also, there are certainly less than (n + 1) 3” relevant ground instances 
of the work tape variables, since the alphabet has 3 symbols and the configuration 
can be cycled in it + 1 positions. Thus the total number of relevant ground instances 
is polynomial in m, since n is logarithmic in m. Furthermore, all these ground 
instances of the clauses in Wb can be written down by a log tape reduction. In this 
way hardness results can be derived for formulae of the propositional calculus. The 
upper bounds can be derived by techniques similar to the above. Actually, the results 
obtained in this way differ from conventional results in the representation of the 
propositional calculus formulae. The formulae may have very long predicate symbols 
(much longer than logarithmic in the number of predicate symbols). However, it is 
interesting that all the standard completeness results still hold for this nonstandard 
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representation, although the reduction to this representation cannot be computed in 
one-way log tape because the contents of the input tape must be written down 
repeatedly. There is another more compact representation that yields all the standard 
results with the length of literals logarithmic in the number of predicate symbols. This 
second representation also permits deterministic log tape reductions. The idea is to 
record only the position in the input rather than the whole input. This position can be 
recorded by a binary number of length logarithmic in m. Without going into details, 
it should be clear that all the reductions can still be done in log tape (in fact in one- 
way log tape) and the standard results can be obtained. These results are all known 
or follow easily from known results, but it is interesting that they can be derived 
uniformly using the same general techniques as the preceding results. 
THEOREM 4.2. The satisfiability problems for propositional calculus formulae 
having the following properties are complete for complexity classes as indicated in the 
following table. 
(3) 3-LIT NP 
(b) 3-LIT HORN P 
(c) 3-LIT HORN, DET NLOGSPACE 
(d) 2-LIT CoNLOGSPACE 
(e) 2-LIT HORN CoNLOGSPACE 
(f) 2-LIT HORN, DET DLOGSPACE 
For (f), it is necessary to use one-way log tape reductions as defined in [7]. Part 
(a) is from Cook [4]. Part (b) is essentially the complement of the GEN problem [9]. 
Part (c) can be obtained from the graph accessibility problem GAP of [lo]. Part (d) 
is essentially from [lo]. Part (e) can be obtained from the complement of GAP of 
[lo]. Part (f) can be obtained from the GAP1 problem of [7]. 
See Table I for a summary of the results of this section. 
TABLE I 
Complexity of Satisfiability for Restricted 




3-LIT HORN P 
3-LIT HORN, DET NLOGSPACE 
2-LIT CoNLOGSPACE 
2-LIT HORN CoNLOGSPACE 
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4.2. Proofs of Restricted Depths 
We now consider the complexity of deciding the existence of natural deduction or 
hyper-resolution refutations of various restricted depths for Schonfinkel-Bernays 
form formulae. The general formulation of hyper-resolution can be found in [21]; for 
a discussion of natural deduction see [ 151. For our purposes hyper-resolution and 
natural deduction can be considered identical, since we are using Horn clauses. A 
hyper-resolution proof from a set S of Horn clauses is a sequence of positive literals 
in which each literal in the sequence is either an instance of a clause in S or is 
derived from previous literals using the following rule: Suppose L, ,..., L, have 
already been derived. Suppose M, A M, A ... A Mk 3 M is a clause C of S expressed 
as an implication, where all Mi are positive literals. Let MI A MS A .a. A ML 113 M’ be 
the most general instance of C such that Mf is an instance of Lt for 1 < i &k. Then 
one may derive M’ from L,, &,..., L,. The depth of a literal L in such a proof is 0 if 
L is an instance of a clause of S. If M’ is as above, then the depth of M’ is one plus 
the maximum of the depths of the M;. The depth of a proof is the maximum depth of 
any of its literals. We can regard an all-negative clause as an implication M, A *. . A 
M, r) FALSE. A refutation is a proof of FALSE, as before. One can show that a set 
S of Horn clauses is inconsistent iff a refutation exists. Many theorem provers look 
for proofs at restricted depths. 
In order to obtain results for proof depth for formulae in Schonfinkel-Bemays 
form, it is necessary to represent the proof systems of Section 3 as Schon- 
finkel-Bernays form formulae. To do this, we represent a rule of the form “Derive A 
from Ai,A*,..., Ak” as a formula A, AA, A . . . A A, IJ A. This formula is then trans- 
lated into a Horn clause in Schontinkel-Bernays form using methods like those given 
above for the formulae Wk. The use of hyper-resolution or natural deduction on 
these sets of Horn clauses then simulates the abstract proof systems of Section 3. For 
some of these abstract proof systems, it is necessary to use methods of adding and 
subtracting one as explained above. To obtain the following theorem, we note that if 
IZ is encoded in unary then the Horn clauses corresponding to the various proof 
systems for WL(v, n) can be computed from u and n by a log tape Turing machine. 
This gives the hardness parts of these results using log tape reductions. 
THEOREM 4.3. The problems of determining whether a depth d hyper-resolution 
or natural deduction refutation exists from a set S of clauses in Schonfinkel-Bernays 
form having the following properties are complete for the following complexity classes, 
if d is represented as indicated. 
(a) 3-LIT HORN EXPTIME 
din binary 
(b) 3-LIT HORN PSPACE 
d in unary 
(c) 3-LIT HORN, DET PSPACE 
d in binary 
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(d) 3-LIT HORN, DET 
d in unary 
(e) 2-LIT HORN 
d in binary 
(f) 2-LIT HORN 
d in unary 
(g) 2-LIT HORN, DET 
d in binary 
(h) 2-LIT HORN, DET 
d in unary 





Proof. To get the hardness results, we use Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 together with 
above remarks about log tape translations. Part (a) is obtained from Theorem 3.1(b); 
part (b) is from Theorem 3.2(b); parts (c) and (d) are from Theorem 3.2(c); parts (e) 
and (f) are from Theorem 3.2(a); parts (g) and (h) are from Theorem 3.1(a). The 
upper bound for (a) is by generating all possible proofs. For part (b), we model a 
depth-first search as done in PROLOG. Since the depth of recursion is d, and d is in 
unary, the stack can be stored in polynomial space and the search can be done in 
polynomial space. The upper bounds for parts (a) and (b) can also be obtained using 
alternating Turing machines [ 11, since an alternating Turing machine can test if a 
proof of depth d or less exists in time d times the length of the input and space 
proportional to the length of the input. Therefore (a) follows since alternating space 
(n) equals exponential time, and (b) follows because alternating time (n) is a subset 
of polynomial space. Some of the later results can be obtained by similar methods. 
For (c), we guess a chain of subgoals that will lead to failure, as in the consistency 
result of Theorem 4.1 for 3-LIT HORN DET. For (d), a similar technique works, but 
the length of the chain of subgoals is polynomial in the length of the input. Therefore 
this chain can be guessed in polynomial time; a proof of depth less than or equal to d 
exists iff such a chain does not exist. Hence part (d) is in CoNP. Incidentally, deter- 
mining if a proof of depth exactly d exists is in & of the polynomial hierarchy since 
we also need to verify that a proof of depth less than d does not exist. For (e), since 
each clause has at most one antecedent, the existence of a proof as specified can be 
verified nondeterministically in polynomial space by guessing the correct clause to 
use at each step and using a counter to keep track of the depth of the proof. Since 
nondeterministic PSPACE equals PSPACE, the upper bound follows. For (f), the 
existence of a proof can be verified as in (e), but this takes only nondeterministic 
polynomial time since d is small. Since (g) is a special case of (e), the same upper 
bound (PSPACE) holds. Also, it only takes polynomial time to decide if a proof as in 
(h) exists. This is done by working backwards from goals to subgoals as in part (c). 
Since d is small and DET holds, this takes only polynomial time. 
The transitive proof systems may be used to obtain completeness results for proof 
depth for arbitrary resolution proofs. For a discussion of general resolution see [2]. 
For our purposes, general resolution for 2-literal ground clauses may be phrased as 
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follows: From L, V L, and I?* V L-3 infer L, V_L3. Also, from L 1 and L, V L, infer 
L_2. For nonground clauses, from L, V L, and M, V ML we may infer c V MS. Here 
Li V Li and ii?; V M; are most general instances of L, V L, and ii?, V M,, respec- 
tively, such that L; and Mi are identical, if such instances exist. Similarly, from L, 
and ii?, V M, we may infer M; , where L; and I@; V Ml are most general instances of 
L 1 and a, V M,, respectively, such that L; and M’, are identical, if such instances 
exist. 
For the transitive proof system for Wh(v, n), consider the set S of clauses 
containing Schonfinkel-Bernays form encodings of P(init(v)) and F(x) V P&(x)) 
into 2-literal Horn clauses. Also, include Schonlinkel-Bernays form clauses 
representing the assertions -J’(x) for all x such that Act(x) is true; this may be done 
as in the introductory part of Section 4. A clause 9(x) can be viewed as 
P(x) I> FALSE. The rules (a), (bl), and (c) of this transitive proof system are 
simulated by the set S of clauses themselves. Also, rules (b2) and (b3) are each 
simulated by a single resolution step. Hence depth-restricted proofs in the transitive 
proof system for Wk can be simulated by depth-restricted general resolution proofs. 
Also, note that S satisfies the 2-LIT HORN DET restrictions if the signs of all 
literals are changed. Furthermore, if n is encoded in unary then S can be computed 
from u and n by a log tape Turing machine. 
For the transitive proof system for W&(v, n), the same method works except that 
t_he clauses representing F(x) V P(fM(x)) are replaced by clauses representing 
P(x) V P(y) for all x and y such that R,(x, y) is true. In this case, S satisfies the 
2-LIT HORN restriction. Furthermore, if n is encoded in unary then S can be 
computed from u and n by a log tape Turing machine. Therefore depth-restricted 
proofs in the transitive proof system for W& can be simulated by depth-restricted 
general resolution proofs from S. In this way the following results are obtained. 
THEOREM 4.4. The problems of determining whether a depth d unrestricted 
resolution proof exists from a set S of clauses in Schonjinkel-Bernays form having 
the following properties are complete for the following complexity classes, if d is 
represented as indicated. 
(a) 2-LIT HORN 
d unary 




ProoJ The hardness results are obtained from Theorem 3.1(c) and 
Theorem 3.2(d). The upper bounds can be obtained by noting that a transitive proof 
of depth d corresponds to a positive proof of depth about 2d. Since positive proofs 
can be searched for in space polynomial in n, this yields the upper bounds; this 
searching is done by keeping a counter which can count to about 2d to keep track of 
proof length. If d is given in binary, then the problem of determining whether there 
exists a proof as above of depth d or less is still PSPACE complete since each clause 
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can be used only exponentially often in such a proof. Thus there are no positive 
proofs of length greater than ( S 1 c” without repetition. 
As in Section 4.1, if n is logarithmic in the length of u then the above sets of Horn 
clauses will have a small number of universally quantified variables. Hence all 
relevant ground instances of these clauses can be written down by a log tape 
computation. In this way we obtain completeness results for the existence of depth- 
restricted proofs from sets of propositional Horn clauses; the methods used are 
similar to those used above. 
THEOREM 4.5. The problems of determining whether a depth d hyper-resolution 
or natural deduction proof exists from a set S of propositional clauses having the 
following properties are complete for the following complexity classes, if d is 
represented as indicated. 
(a) 3-LIT HORN P 
d unary 
(b) 3-LIT HORN DET CoNLOGSPACE (for proof depth <d) 
d unary 
(c) 2-LIT HORN NLOGSPACE 
d unary 
(d) 2-LIT HORN DET DLOGSPACE 
d unary 
Proof. The hardness results are obtained as in Theorem 4.3. For part (d), one- 
way log tape reductions are used. The upper bounds are straightforward. If d is given 
in binary, then the problems of determining whether there exists a proof as above of 
depth d or less are still complete for the same complexity classes, since if a proof 
exists, then a short proof must exist. 
THEOREM 4.6. The problems of determining whether a depth d arbitrary 
resolution proof exists from a set S of propositional clauses having the following 
properties have complexities as given below, ~fd is represented as indicated. 
(a) 2-LIT HORN 
d unary 




Proof As in Theorem 4.4. For part (b), 1-L reductions are used. We do not know 
if these problems are complete for NLOGSPACE and DLOGSPACE, respectively. If 
d is given in unary or binary then the problems of determining whether there exists a 
proof as above of depth d or less are complete for the given complexity classes, since 
if a proof exists then a short proof exists. Possibly a more careful analysis would 
show that Theorems 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 still hold if d is given in binary and the problem 
is to determine if a proof of depth exactly d exists. 
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5. DEPTH-RESTRICTED PROOFS FROM ARBITRARY SETS OF CLAUSES 
We now use the abstract proof systems of Secton 3 to obtain completeness results 
for proofs at restricted depths from arbitrary sets of Skolemized formulae, not 
necessarily in Schonfinkel-Bernays form. Also, we give more results for resolution 
proofs from propositional calculus clauses. These results enable us to make precise 
statements about the relative difficulty of various resolution theorem proving 
strategies. 
Recall that a configuration of a Turing machine M may be represented as as& 
where s is the current state of M and a and j? are strings of 0, 1, and b (blank). In this 
configuration, M is in state s, scanning the lirst symbol of /3. Also, /I includes this 
symbol and all symbols to the right of the read-write head; a includes all symbols to 
the left. If y is the string u,u2 ..a uk, 1etJJc) be the term&f,, . ..f=.(c). We represent 
a string y by the termf,,(c). The configuration as/3 is represented as P&,(c), s,&(c)), 
where aR is alpha reversed. Transitions may now be easily represented. If M in state 
s scanning a 1 writes a 0, enters state t, and moves right, we have P(x, s, f,(y)) 3 
P&(x), t, y). If M in state s scanning a 1 writes a 0, enters state t, and moves left, we 
have P(~,(x)~ s,f,(~)) = P(x, VX.&(Y)))~ PV;(x), s,f&)) = P(x, ~~fidfo(~)))~ and 
P(c, s,f,(y)) 2 P(c, t&(&(u))). This technique allows us to encode many of the 
abstract proof systems with unlimited space. Thus we effectively get proof systems 
for W;(~J, co). Recall from Section 4.2 that positive and negative proof systems may 
be simulated by natural deduction and hyper-resolution from sets S of Horn clauses. 
For the positive proof systems for W&(u, co), W&(u, co), and W~(V, co), such a set 
S of Horn clauses may be computed from v by a deterministic log tape Turing 
machine. For the negative proof system for WL(u, co) we need to represent literals of 
the form P(x, i) or ,P(x, i), where x is a configuration and n is an integer. To do this, 
x is represented as above and i is represented in binary, using the economical 
representation of the successor function discussed in Section 4. In this way, a set S of 
Horn clauses simulating the negative proof system for Wh(u, co) with time bound t 
can be computed from u and t by a log tape Turing machine, even if t is represented 
in binary. Finally, sets S of 2-literal clauses simulating the transitive proof systems 
for Wb(u, co) and W~(V, co) may be computed from u by a log tape transducer. 
Recall from Section 4.2 that the transitive proof systems are simulated by general 
resolution on such a set S of clauses. Using these methods, the following results may 
be obtained. 
THEOREM 5.1. The problems of determining whether a depth d hyper-resolution 
or natural deduction proof exists from a set S of clauses having the following 
properties are complete for the following complexity classes, if d is represented as 
indicated. 















3-LIT HORN DET 
d binary 






2-LIT HORN DET 
d binary 
2-LIT HORN DET 
d unary 
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NEXPTIME 
CoNEXPTIME (for proof depth < d) 





The hardness results for (a) and (b) are from the positive proof system for 
W,$(V, co). The hardness results for (c) and (d) are from the negative proof system 
for WL(v, co) with signs of P predicates changed as before. The hardness results for 
(e) and (f) are from the positive proof systems for W&(v, co), and the lower bounds 
for (g) and (h) are from the positive proof systems for W~(u, co). Also, [HORN] 
indicates that the result holds whether or not the Horn property is required. The 
upper bounds for (a), (b), (e), and (f) are from guessing and verifying a hyper- 
resolution proof having properties as indicated. For this purpose, clauses are 
represented as directed acyclic graphs as in [ 181, and we note that unification and 
substitution can be done in polynomial time [ 181. Also, if ] C ] represents the number 
of nodes in the directed graph used to represent a clause C, and if D is a resolvent of 
clauses Cl and C2, then 1 D 1 Q 1 Cl I+ 1 C21. Furthermore, a clause C can be 
represented in about ] Cl * log I Cl bits in a Turing machine. The upper bounds for (c) 
and (d) are obtained by looking for a chain of subgoals leading to failure; for (g) and 
(h) there is only one possible chain and so the search is deterministic. 
THEOREM 5.2. The problems of determining whether a depth d arbitrary 
resolution proof exists from a set S of clauses having the following properties are 
complete for the following complexity classes, if d is represented as indicated. 
(a) 3-LIT [HORN] 
d binary 
(b) 3-LIT [HORN] 
d unary 
(c) 2-LIT [HORN] 
d binary 
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(e) 2-LIT HORN DET 
d binary 





Proof. The hardness results for (a), (b), (c), and (d) are from the transitive proof 
system for W~(V, co). The hardness results for (e) and (f) are from the transitive 
proof system for Wk(u, co). Upper bounds for (a), (b), (c), and (d) are as in 
Theorem 5.1 (a), (b), (e), and (f). Upper bounds for Theorem 5.2(e) and (f) are 
obtained by noting that an arbitrary resolution proof of depth d corresponds to a 
hyper-resolution proof of depth near 2d for 2-literal Horn sets. Because of the DET 
restriction, we can search for hyper-resolution proofs of an appropriate depth by 
working backwards from goals to subgoals deterministically. The sizes of the 
subgoals will not grow too fast, by properties of resolution discussed following 
Theorem 5.1. 
We now return to resolution proofs from the propositional calculus. Recall that a 
proof is a sequence of assertions, each assertion derived from preceding assertions 
using specified rules of inference. The size of a proof is the number of assertions in 
this sequence. An all-negative resolution proof is a resolution proof in which one of 
the parents of each clause consists entirely of negative literals; this is like P,- 
deduction [2 1 ] with signs of literals reversed. 
THEOREM 5.3. The following problem is NP-complete: Given a set S of 
propositional Horn clauses and an integer d in unary, to decide if an all-negative 
refutation of size d or less exists. 
Proof. This problem is easily shown to be in NP. To show NP-hardness, we 
reduce from the hitting set problem [6] : Given a collection I’, V, . + - Vk of finite sets 
and an integer m, to determine if there exists a “hitting set” I’ of size m or less such 
that for all i, 1 < i < k, Vn Vi # 0. We reduce from the hitting set problem as 
follows: Let S be the set of clauses {L, V -.. V Ek} U {Li V Go: a E Vi} U 
(M,:aE V,U... U V,}. We claim that there is an all-negative proof of size k + m or 
less from S iff V, -. a V, have a hitting set V of size m or less. Suppose V = {v, ... 0,) 
exists. A series of k resolutions of L, V -.. V Lk with L, V i@, for a E V produces the 
clause M,, V --. V Mu,, or possibly some smaller clause (if V has extra elements). 
Finally, a series of m or less resolutions with M,,,..., Mum produces NIL (the empty 
clause, representing FALSE). Conversely, any all-negative proof must have k 
resolution steps that remove the literals t, ,..., L, from the clause L, V ... V Lk, plus 
some resolutions to eliminate literals fi, introduced in the process. The proof size 
can be minimized if these latter resolutions are done last. In this case, the length of 
the proof will be k + m, where m is the size of some hitting set. The same result holds 
if “size” is replaced by “depth” since for all-negative proofs from this set S of clauses 
the sizes and depths will be equal. 
In fact, this result holds also for arbitrary resolution proofs. The reason is that any 
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resolution proof from the above set S requires at least one resolution step to remove 
each of the literals L , ,..., L-,, plus at least one resolution step to remove literals n;i, 
such that a E Vi for 1 < i Q k. Hence an all-negative proof as above is of minimal 
length over all resolution proofs. 
THEOREM 5.4. The following problem is W-complete: Given a set S of 
propositional Horn clauses and an integer d in unary, to decide if a resolution 
refutation from S of size d or less exists. 
Proof: Membership in NP is easy as before. NP-hardness follows from above 
remarks. 
This result gives an interesting relationship between NP and CoNP. If n is given in 
unary, the problem of Theorem 5.4 is NP-complete; if n is given in binary, it is 
CoNP-hard (by the NP-completeness of satisfiability and the fact that if a refutation 
exists, one exists of exponential size). Also, this result and preceding results enable us 
to make precise statements about the relative difficulty of various depth-restricted 
resolution theorem proving strategies. If S is a Horn set and d is unary, one can 
decide if a depth d or less hyper-resolution refutation from S exists, in polynomial 
time; in fact, this problem is complete for P. However, deciding if a depth d or less 
all-negative refutation exists is NP-complete. This is evidence that all-negative 
resolution is more difficult on Horn sets than hyper-resolution. We do not know the 
difficulty of deciding if a general resolution refutation of depth d exists, if d is given 
in unary. Another comparison between strategies can be made. Define the symbol 
count of a proof to be the sum, over all clauses in the proof, of the number of symbol 
occurrences (size) of the clause. Suppose S is a set of first-order clauses, not 
necessarily in Schonfinkel-Bernays form. Deciding if a resolution refutation from S 
exists such that the refutation has symbol count d or less is NP-complete; the 
hardness part follows from Theorem 5.4. Deciding if a resolution refutation of depth 
d or less exists is complete for nondeterministic exponential time. Since NP is a 
proper subset of NEXPTIME by the nondeterministic time hierarchy [8], finding 
proofs of small symbol count is strictly easier than finding proofs of small depth, 
regardless of whether P = NP. This may indicate that resolution theorem provers 
should try to find proofs of small symbol count rather than small depth. As another 
application of these results, it follows by Theorem 5.1 (b) that it is complete for 
nondeterministic exponential time to decide if an arbitrary Prolog program [3] can 
terminate successfully with depth of recursion less than or equal to d, if d is given in 
unary. For this last result, we are considering only “pure” Prolog without the “cut” 
operator, and with ordinary unification as opposed to the unification without 
occurcheck that most Prolog implementations use. 
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6. SPECIALIZED FORMULAE 
We now consider some specialized formulae and the complexity of their 
satisliability problems. Assume as before that all formulae are in functional form, so 
that existential quantifiers have been eliminated. 
DEFINITION. A Schonfinkel-Bernays form formula with a counter is a first-order 
predicate calculus formula composed of Boolean connectives, predicates, variables, 
constants, and one unary function symbol “s.” Also, “0” is one of the constant 
symbols, and one of the variables is specified as a counter variable. The first 
argument of every predicate symbol is a counter position, and may only be occupied 
by 0, x, or s(x), where x is the counter variable. These symbols may not appear in 
any other arguments of a predicate symbol. 
The use of a counter enables us to encode the formulae WL(v, n) and WL(v, n) 
with an infinite time bound, since the time argument j can be kept in the counter. 
Thus using the methods of Theorem 4.1(a) and (b), these formulae can simulate 
exponential space bounded computations taking an arbitrary amount of time. In this 
way the following results are obtained. 
THEOREM 6.1. The satisfiability problem for Schonfinkel-Bernays form formulae 
with a counter having the following properties is complete for the following complexity 
classes. 
(a) 3-LIT exponential space 
(b) 3-LIT HORN exponential space 
Proof: The hardness results follow by encoding W& and WL using the counter, 
making use of the fact that deterministic and nondeterministic exponential space are 
identical. For the upper bounds, one can show that if A is a Schonlinkel-Bernays 
form formula with a counter, then A is satisfiable iff a certain set G of ground 
instances of A is satisfiable. The set G contains all instances in which the counter 
variable may be replaced by terms of the form s’(O) for some i and in which the other 
variables may be replaced by constants other than 0. Satisfiability of G can be deter- 
mined in nondeterministic exponential space. The idea is to guess an interpretation of 
G by guessing truth values for P(x,y3, where jJ are the noncounter variables, for 
increasing values of the counter x. For each value of x, there are exponentially many 
such truth values for each predicate symbol P. Any instance in G will only involve 
atoms of the form P(0, C), P(u, U), and P(s(u), fl), where u is a term of the form s’(0). 
Hence by guessing the truth values of P(0, jj), P(s(O), y), P(s(s(O)), y),..., in sequence 
for all 7 and at each step remembering the values P(0, y), P(u, j$ and P(s(u),_@ for 
all 7, we will know that G is satisfiable if we can continue until i is about 2*“. This 
procedure takes nondeterministic exponential space. Since nondeterministic and deter- 
ministic exponential space are identical by Savitch’s theorem [8], the procedure can 
be done in exponential space (hence in double exponential time). 
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DEFINITION. A propositional formula with a counter is a formula composed of 
Boolean connectives, predicate constants, and unary predicates whose argument is 
either 0, x, or s(x). 
THEOREM 6.2. The satisfiability problem for propositional formulae with a 
counter having the following properties is complete for the following complexity 
classes. 
(a) 3-LIT PSPACE 
(b) 3-LIT HORN PSPACE 
Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
The results for formulae with counters may help give insight into the behavior of 
alternating Turing machines with counters. Theorem 6.1 is the only result so far that 
is complete for exponential space, possibly giving some insight into this complexity 
class and providing a useful starting point for showing other problems exponential 
space hard or complete. Also, Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 have direct consequences 
concerning the complexity of various subsets of temporal logic [ 16, 191. The reason 
is that temporal logic deals with time, and the counter can be thought of as 
representing time. For example, one can easily show that propositional discrete linear 
time temporal logic is PSPACE-hard using Theorem 6.2. The PSPACE completeness 
of this logic was shown in [22]. Also, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose A&f) is a formula of discrete linear time temporal logic 
involving Boolean and temporal connectives, uninterpreted predicate symbols, and the 
variables 2 and 7. Then the satisfiability problem for formulae of the form 
3xYjA (2, 7) is complete for exponential space. 
Proof Hardness for exponential space follows as in Theorem 6.1. Membership in 
exponential space follows since ~XVJ~A(.?, y) is satisfiable iff VjjA(F, 7) is satisfiable, 
where c are new constant symbols, iff V,,, ,,, A(F, d) is satisfiable. Here m is the 
length of Y; C is {c ,,..., cm}, and d are new constants. This last formula is a 
propositional formula which can be decided by the tableau method in polynomial 
space. However, since this formula is exponential in the size of the original formula, 
the original formula can be decided in exponential space. This result still holds if A 
consists of 3-literal Horn clauses and temporal connectives. 
If we consider formulae with only one predicate symbol P with n arguments and 
with n counter variables xi, x2,..., x, such that the jth position of P can only be Xj, 
0, s’(O), or si(xj), it looks like we get formulae simulating some of the properties of 
vector addition systems [ 171. However, even with the 2-LIT HORN DET restriction, 
the satisliability problem for such formulae is undecidable, since they can simulate 
counter machines [8]. The questions of existence of proofs at restricted depths could 
be interesting even for such formulae. To get formulae more closely simulating vector 
addition systems, we can restrict the jth argument of P to be of the form si(xj) only, 
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except for a number of unit clauses in which the jth argument of P is of the form 
s’(O). It would be interesting to consider the complexity of satisfiability and proof 
depth problems for such formulae with various combinations of the restrictions 3- 
LIT, 2-LIT, HORN, and DET. Also, we might consider such formulae with more 
than one predicate symbol. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
A wide variety of problems complete for various complexity classes may be 
obtained by considering satisfiability problems and restricted proof depth problems 
for first-order predicate calculus formulae. This should not be surprising; since 
propositional Boolean satisfiability was the first known NP-complete problem, it is 
natural that variations of satisfiability should be complete for other complexity 
classes. Another explanation for the connection between satisfiability problems and 
complexity classes is given by the relationships of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 between 
arbitrary time- and space-bounded Turing machines and the satisfiability of the 
various abstract formulae WL. This helps to explain why the satisfiability problems 
are hard for various complexity classes. The upper bounds seem to follow because 
one can show satisfiability by constructing a model, and this can be done in various 
time and tape bounds depending on the structure of the formula. One might gain 
more insight into these results by investigating for various classes of formulae how 
hard it is to check that a given interpretation is a model. The results on proofs of 
restricted depths seem to follow because proofs themselves can simulate Turing 
computations of various time and space bounds. Some applications of these results 
seem interesting in themselves. For example, it is provably easier to search for 
resolution proofs of small size rather than small depth as is currently done in most 
resolution theorem proving programs. Searching for proofs of small size (sum of sizes 
of clauses and lemmas used in the proof) could speed up theorem provers by an 
exponential amount over searching by depth. The satisfiability results have 
applications to the study of the complexity of various subsets of temporal logic 
formulae. There seem to be close connections also to alternating Turing machines, 
which can perhaps be explored further. In fact, the study of predicate calculus 
formulae provides one formalism and approach to the study of automata theory in 
general. Possibly features can be added to such formulae to simulate various features 
of automata such as multiple heads and tapes, push-down stores, higher-dimensional 
tapes, and so on. Another possible area for study would be to explore the relations of 
these results to the spectra results of [5, 11, 141. 
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